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Abstract

One-to-one laptop programs are becoming more prevalent across the world in K-12 institutions. School districts are searching for more engaging tools that seek to have impact on school success, such as grade achievement, college/career preparation, and/or 21st-century skill preparation and attainment. Additionally, boards of education continuously want some positive indication of the return on their substantial financial investment.

This study utilized surveys of three important stakeholder groups (parents, students, and teachers) related to a one-to-one laptop project in a moderately-sized rural Midwestern school district. Perceptions about how often laptops were used in the classroom setting and across content areas (Language Arts, Social Studies, Mathematics, and Science) were explored. Finally, the same respondents were asked to identify their perceptions about how laptop computers had a positive or negative impact on quarterly grade averages within these same content areas. Results were extrapolated and associated with the Rogers’ Innovation Continuum (Innovator, Early Adopter, Early Majority, Late Majority).

Data indicated significant mean differences in perceptions among the three groups in terms of use. Teachers believed students were using laptops more often than students or parents reported their use. Nearly all groups reported Mathematics as the area with lowest amount of use and Science as the area with the highest. Almost all three groups believed laptops had little to no effect on quarterly grade averages. Mathematics teachers, however, believed laptops had a decidedly negative effect.

The data seemed to indicate a need for additional teacher training on best practices for implementing laptops within the content areas, as well as specific attention paid to mathematics instructors. Further, the school district was mapped to an Early Adopter on the Rogers’ scale. This indicates a need for further implementation and refinement if it is to be an accepted part of the educational culture.
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Abstract

Many high school teachers are unaware of, or mistaken about, specific strategies and practices that actually motivate their students to read, and that what motivates one group of students may not motivate another. Although content-area instructors may not have been trained in teaching reading strategy and may feel as though teaching reading is not their job, it is an expectation that could largely be met by the implementation of motivational strategies.

This exploratory study utilized the expectancy theory of motivation and was conducted to determine which strategies and practices would be most motivational for high school
students to read. In a survey created by the researcher, student participants were identified as having high or low self-efficacy and high or low value of reading. Also included in the survey were 27 motivational strategies and practices garnered from previous studies and research among all age groups. Finally, an open-ended question was included to determine the most motivational strategy. Four student groups were identified (those with high and low self-efficacy as readers and those with high and low value for reading) to correspond to aspects of the expectancy theory of motivation, as were the most motivational strategies and practices for each group. Student responses were also compared to teacher responses to the same survey to determine how closely aligned the teachers were with their students in regard to motivation for reading.

Data from both qualitative and quantitative analyses demonstrated that in fact there were differences in motivation to read both between high school teachers and their students and among the four designated groups of students. Significant differences between the mean scores of teachers and students were revealed in 15 of the 27 motivational strategies and practices included in the study. Among the most revealing results was that teachers seem to have underestimated their students’ willingness to read. Significant differences among the means of students in four groups were revealed in an astounding 22 of the 27 strategies and practices listed on the survey, indicating that a one-size-fits-all approach to reading motivation is not effective.
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Abstract

The current study was undertaken to examine the impact of PBIS implementation on schools in Kentucky. Research questions evaluated (a) whether schools in Kentucky implemented PBIS with fidelity and (b) how PBIS implementation impacted student outcomes. Results of the study indicated that elementary, middle, and high schools implemented PBIS with fidelity. Associations were noted between PBIS implementation and decreases in office discipline referrals, out-of-school suspensions, dropout rate, and student retention rate. Results suggested that the PBIS model of training and technical assistance used in Kentucky demonstrates a reliable model for schools to follow to implement sustainable behavior change that likely will lead to improved student outcomes. Future research of PBIS in Kentucky would be beneficial. Analysis of statewide versus regional data would provide a more comprehensive picture of the strengths and limitations of Kentucky’s PBIS model. The current study results suggest a need to examine both quantitative and qualitative data related to PBIS implementation. Evaluation of this nature would provide greater insight into barriers and successes of PBIS implementation which would promote more effective training and technical assistance.
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Abstract

A significant leadership challenge exists while leading others without legitimate or formal authority. Leading without legitimate authority may require different and limited leadership skills and competencies, especially when leading peers. This quantitative study analyzed the leader competencies and skills needed for effective peer leadership.

A literature review identified four competencies cited frequently as important: (a) communication; (b) support; (c) mental/hard work ethic; and (d) reflection/feedback. Analysis of an ROTC leadership assessment database provided convergent validity for the literature review while adding one additional competency, physical. The lack of existing instruments measuring peer leadership competencies and skills necessitated the development of an influence survey. The
resulting influence survey included a frame of reference scenario, two stem questions and 40 specific peer leadership skill questions. The final survey allowed data collection from 1084 undergraduate students.

A principle component analysis verified validity and identified the best model based on 18 of the 40 questions in the survey. The four components identified included Assist, Reflect, Participate, and Presence based on the thematic nature of the questions comprising the factors. The multiple-regression model of male and female participants for the four peer leadership competencies indicated significant contributions of competencies to the regression model in the same order of importance. An ANOVA of college levels found no significant differences between the four levels.

Multiple regression analysis conducted on each peer leadership competency defined in this study identified the most important peer leadership skills. Analyzing the questions comprising the Participate competency indicated that peers prefer peer leaders who communicate effectively, listen effectively, encourage them, and included them when making decisions. The Assist competency included peers skills that demonstrated a positive attitude, provided assistance in defining goals or making decisions, and made a sincere effort to reach consensus with the peer. The Presence competency focused on the peer leader having a physical presence with the peer. The Reflect competency consisted of peer leader actions that caused the influenced peer to analyze the situation, learn from the situation, and reflect and meditate to better understand the situation.
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Abstract

This study was designed to determine if differences existed between generations surrounding their preferred communication methods. In examining the social identity perspective of groups, scholars have found that many groups are categorized based on the social structure in which they exist. Generational groups have created their own social structure and set of cultural norms that define each generation. In a recent report released by the Pew Research Center (2010), when the younger generation was asked an open-ended question, “What makes your generation unique?”, 24% of those asked responded “Technology Use.” One of the unique differences among these generations is the methods they use to communicate.

The research for this study was framed around the following five questions: (a) Are there differences in preferred methods of communication based on generational classification? (b) Does message sensitivity have any effect on preferred method of communication chosen by each generation? (c) Does gender affect the preferred method of communication? (d) Is there a difference in generational preference of communication method based on whether an individual is sending the message or receiving the same message? (e) Is there any difference in generation’s use of technology as a conflict avoidance instrument?

A survey instrument was created to determine the answers to the above questions and was administered to all students, staff, and faculty affiliated with a Midwest, regional university during the Spring of 2011. Analyses were run on the data received and the results are presented in this research. Results of the analyses demonstrated that there are differences in the preferences of communication methods chosen by generations and that younger generations are more likely to use technology to avoid the displeasure associated with sending a sensitive message.

The results of this study provide useful information to scholars, educators, and leaders about conflict which could be directly related to the communication choices of our generations. Although additional research could be conducted that would add to this study, the information provided here expands on theories by others, suggesting generations are different and do create their own social identity.